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Any structural engineer who must cope with seismic design will find this book a valuable resource. …The book is well written and each chapter contains an extensive list of references. The book would be appropriate as a resource in graduate-level structural design courses and for practicing structural engineers.
 -CHOICE, Vol. 43 No. 10, June 2006

       Many important advances in designing earthquake-resistant structures have occurred over the last several years. Civil engineers need an authoritative source of information that reflects the issues that are unique to the field. Comprising chapters selected from the second edition of the best-selling Handbook of Structural Engineering, Earthquake Engineering for Structural Design provides a tightly focused, concise, and valuable guide to the theoretical, practical, and computational aspects of earthquake engineering.    In chapters contributed by renowned experts from around the world, this book supplies the latest concepts, design methodologies, and analytical techniques for mitigating the effects of seismic damage to structures. It discusses the fundamentals of earthquake engineering, explaining the causes of earthquakes and faulting, measurement of earthquakes, and characterization of seismicity. Subsequent chapters discuss the various types of earthquake damage to structures including recent improvements in earthquake performance, seismic design of buildings and bridges considering various types of construction materials, and performance-based seismic design and evaluation of building structures. The book introduces probabilistic approaches to performance-based methodologies as well as an application example of performance-based design.    Earthquake Engineering for Structural Design offers practical tools gathered together in a convenient reference for immediate implementation. It is an ideal resource for civil and structural engineers specializing in earthquake engineering.
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Modern Software Review: Techniques and TechnologiesIRM Press, 2006
The overall objective and mission the proposed book is to provide:
• An understanding of the critical factors affecting software review
perfomance.
• Practical guidelines for software reviews.

Readers will gain a deep understanding of current software review literature
and theoretical models for analysis...
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Proc Tabulate by ExampleSams Publishing, 1999
Everyone is doing it. Jumping into the exciting world of Second Life (SL) to see what all the buzz is about, to start a business, to catch up with friends, to teach a class, or just to go dancing without having to worry about how uncomfortable those heels are going to get by the end of the night.

Maybe you’ve only just heard about...
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Problem Solving and Programming Concepts (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Knowledge of problem solving and programming concepts is necessary for those who
	develop applications for users. Unfortunately, many students have greater difficulty
	with problem solving than they do with the syntax of computer languages. The art of
	programming is learning multiple techniques and applying those techniques to specific...
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Digital Design (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	Digital electronic circuits are the engines of cell phones, MPEG players, digital cameras, com puters, data servers, personal digital devices, GPS displays, and many other consumer prod ucts that process and use information in a digital format. This book presents a basic treatment of digital circuits and the fundamental concepts used in their...
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Advanced Modern AlgebraPrentice Hall, 2002

	This book's organizing principle is the interplay between groups and rings, where “rings” includes the ideas of modules. It contains basic definitions, complete and clear theorems (the first with brief sketches of proofs), and gives attention to the topics of algebraic geometry, computers, homology, and...
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Beginning Regular Expressions (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
Regular expressions help users and developers to find and manipulate text more effectively and efficiently. In addition, regular expressions are supported by many scripting languages, programming languages, and databases. This example-rich tutorial helps debunk the traditional reputation of regular expressions as being cryptic. It explains the...
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